
Paper-based Testing
Post Assessment Steps



Post Assessment Steps Overview
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Pre-ID Label



Verify Completion



Complete Manual Grid



Have you:

After Testing:
Review Documents

 Checked test booklets for scorable
answer documents?

 Checked answer documents to 
verify the booklet Test Form is 
filled in?



Enter irregularity information in 
the Portal for each student 
affected

Keep a copy of all Testing 
Irregularity Reports (found in the 
Room Supervisor Manual)

Ensure irregularities that occurred 
have been recorded

Testing Irregularities



After Testing:
Handling Materials

Materials must also be stored in a locked, secure place until 
they are shipped

All testing materials provided by ACT Aspire must be 
returned within two days after testing window is completed

Prepare, package, and return the test materials; this 
includes returning all nonscorable materials



Do not combine your scorable
and nonscorable box counts

Remove any previous markings 
or labels before applying new 
labels

Do not overfill a box; add filler 
material, if needed

Pack return materials using the 
original shipping boxes

General Packing Information



This package contains lavender 
labels, yellow labels, and UPS labels

Packing Scorable Materials:
Steps 1-4

1. Gather all scorable answer documents

2. Stack the answer documents carefully in 
each original shipping box

3. Seal each box securely with packaging tape

4. Locate “Test Coordinator Kit” package 



Packing Scorable Materials:
Steps 5-7

5. Place one lavender 
return shipping label on 
top of each box

6. Count the number of 
boxes; fill in the boxes 
to return

7. Affix one UPS 2nd day air 
label to the top of each 
box of scorable material



Packing Nonscorable Materials, 
Steps 1-4

Unused answer documents

Used and unused test booklets

Voided answer documents

1. Gather the nonscorable materials 

2. Pack materials for each subject as follows, 
from bottom to top:

3. Seal each box securely with packaging tape

4. Locate “Test Coordinator Kit” package 



Packing Nonscorable Materials, 
Steps 5-7

5. Place one yellow return 
shipping label on top of 
each box

6. Count the number of 
boxes; fill in the boxes 
to return

7. Affix one UPS ground 
service label to the top 
of each box of 
nonscorable material



General Sealing/Labeling 
Information

To ensure that a box is securely closed, apply three 
strips of tape to both the top and the bottom of the 
box in an “H” pattern as shown

Place the shipping labels on the top of the box as 
shown; note the colored label



UPS will provide a confirmation number 
that can be referenced if needed

Provide UPS with requested details

Tell the UPS representative you are 
calling in a pickup request for Pearson, 
and will be using their Return Service

Pickups should be scheduled 24–48 hours 
in advance

Call UPS at 800-823-7459 to schedule all 
pickups

Scheduling a UPS Pickup



Complete Optional Security 
Checklist

Use form to track assignment of materials and 
date returned; if not returned, note the reason



Thank You!
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